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OUR HIGHLIGHTS
Elytis turnover surpasses MUR 1.2 billion mark

Another great achievement for Elytis - and one to which our network has again contributed! For 
the financial year ended on 30 June 2023, our company has achieved a turnover exceeding 
MUR 1.2 billion (about USD 26 million). For this first since our inception, a sea cruise for the Elytis 
team members was a way for management to say “thank you”. We celebrated the growing 
success of our business as well as the additional motivation it brings to all of us to go even 
higher and continue to innovate and serve our partners and markets.

The gratitude of Elytis, led by COO Vincent Bourelly, also goes to all our other stakeholders: 
suppliers, technical and commercial partners in the territories we cover, from the Indian Ocean 
Islands to mainland Africa and the French Pacific islands.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7085141193327587328

Click for more information
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https://youtu.be/7Oxt9mUMN9g

Elytis expands Norton Antivirus distribution to Africa

Learn more on Norton antivirus.

Real-time Threat Protection

Smart Firewall for PC or Firewall for Mac

Secure VPN

Dark Web Monitoring

Password Manager

PC Cloud Backup

SafeCam for PC

Parental Control

School Time

Our portfolio of cybersecurity solutions in some African territories is even richer with the addition 
of Norton Antivirus to it. Elytis, already a proven Norton distributor, is hence expanding its Norton 
distributorship to these new markets. This brings to our network of resellers on the continent a 
wider choice of options for their clients’ needs in protecting data and online activities against 
digital threats and unwanted access to information. 

Norton's 25-year legacy comes in even more useful with the growing importance of online and 
cloud-based applications and content. The company’s developers have followed the evolution 
of corporate and home IT as well as Internet technology and usage, to constantly build the most 
efficient and updated solutions. Norton’s product range caters for a variety of needs and 
system sizes using iOS, Windows and Linux platforms. Our Elytis experts can rely on their 
experience in providing and supporting cybersecurity products to bring the adequate Norton 
solutions to each reseller’s market.

Norton 360 Deluxe
Multiple layers of protection for your devices, online privacy features including our Secure VPN, 
plus Dark Web Monitoring§ - all in a single solution.

Opt-in to Cyber Safety.
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Joint event stars 365 family of
Microsoft products

Click for more information

Elytis and our partner Cybernaptics hosted a 
special joint event last May on the theme 
"Maximizing Business Efficiency with Office 365 and 
Microsoft Dynamics 365”. The main speakers were 
Domela Putten and Pretee Beefeya-Hurchand, 
Head of Business Solution and Software 
Development, and Business application consultant 
and trainer respectively - both from Cybernaptics. 

Held at Royal Green Wellness Resort in the thriving 
region of Moka in Mauritius, the event focused on 
showcasing the latest features and updates in 
Office 365 and Microsoft Dynamics 365. It also 
provided opportunities for attendees to discover 
more about the ways these Microsoft tools can 
enhance productivity and collaboration in the 
workplace. The Office 365 apps as well as the 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 accounting and sales 
SaaS products both provide strong solutions for 
organisations to boost their efficiency in individual 
employee activities as well as in collaborative ones. 

OUR EVENTS
Eufy flies high with smart home solutions

A venue as high as the level of 
qualities of cutting-edge technology 
in eufy smart home devices… That 
was the ideal match for the 
presentation of eufy products to 
partners on the top floor of one of 
the highest buildings in Ebene 
Cybercity in Mauritius, on 20 April.

Our Retail Sales Specialist, 
Naaweed Meeajan, and Elytis’ COO, 
Vincent Bourelly, shared their 
insights about domain-specific 
trends in innovative home systems 
that bring unobtrusive security and 
autonomous cleaning to homes. 
Eufy’s advanced security systems 
and state-of-the-art cleaning 
robots are references on the 
markets and were the focus of the 
presentations and discussions this 
time - notwithstanding other 
systems and solutions in the eufy 
portfolio. Click for more information
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Focus on cybersecurity and 
business continuity in Tana 
with partner NextHope

Solutions from Broadcom 
presented in Mauritius
Our team organised a presentation and 
expertise-sharing session for the latest 
software from Broadcom last July at 
Labourdonnais Waterfront Hotel in Mauritius. 
Guests discovered this company’s 
semiconductor and infrastructure software 
solutions that are making an impact in the 
corporate digital landscape. The main 
presenter was Piyush Vachhani, who 
manages Presales in Middle East, Africa and 
Turkey region for Broadcom AIOps.

Headquartered in California, Broadcom has 
a long history in developing, manufacturing 
and selling semiconductor products, to 
which it added semiconductor and 
infrastructure software. The range of 
solutions from Broadcom supports the 
implementation and running of a wide 
choice of equipment and services, namely 
telecommunications, data center servers 
and storage data center networking, power 
generation, home connectivity, broadband 
access, and factory automation.

Elytis was again a proud sponsor of the 
WebCup Mauritius web development 
competition and networking event, with prizes 
offered to winners and our Marketing 
Manager, Zaahirah Mahamoodally, being one 
of the members of the jury. The Crazy Chicken 
team was the winner, with team UTM Prime 
and team Hotwire Chicken getting the second 
and third places respectively. The prize giving 
ceremony took place on 20 May at SDWorx in 
Ebene.

Proud Sponsorship of WebCup 2023

One of our technical experts, Rama Gurriah, 
Enterprise Sales Executive, showcased and 
explained the advantages of Symantec and 
Veritas solutions to a select group of IT 
personnel and decision makers last May at 
Hotel L'Ibis Ankorondrano in Antananarivo 
(Madagascar). It was an opportunity for 
those guests in our Malagasy network to 
know more about the tools from two leading 
cybersecurity and business continuity 
suppliers. Such tools provide reliable means 
for strengthening cyber defences, 
safeguarding data, and optimising systems 
and business operation continuity in case of 
disruption. 

Our partner in Antananarivo, NextHope, was 
instrumental in making this event a success. 
NextHope is a provider of IT infrastructure 
consulting and services in Madagascar. Its 
team rallied a good attendance, which 
contributed to fruitful discussions and 
networking.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7071775015192440832Click for more information

Click for more information

Click for more information

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7067820169837907968
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OUR ACHIEVEMENT
Elytis receives Value Added Distributor award at MBCOM
-Broadcom Software Africa Summit 2023

Our company was again recently recognised for the value we bring to clients and businesses in 
the region. We received the Value Added Distributor award at the MBCOM-Broadcom Software 
Africa Summit 2023 in Sandton in Johannesburg (South Africa). MBCOM is the sole 
representative for Broadcom in the Middle East, Turkey and Africa (META) region. It organised its 
MBCOM-Broadcom Software Africa Summit 2023 from 31 May to 02 June, with participation from 
major partners. 

Anirow Ramma (Senior Manager - Information Management & Information Security) and Rama 
Gurriah (Enterprise Sales Executive) from Elytis were our representatives at this high level event. 
It was an opportunity for them, as for all other people attending, to network and learn from each 
other, in addition to knowing more about the latest technologies. The Summit also featured an 
overview of Symantec Cybersecurity and Enterprise Software (formerly CA Technologies). 

Click for more information

The Elytis team is growing with new, 
dynamic members. Let’s welcome 
Shamya Lall Mahomed and Winsar 
Mohumudally in the Marketing 
department! Shamya is our new Marketing 
Officer, and Winsar is gaining experience 
as a Marketing trainee.

We also say hello to Mérédith Barbe, the 
new sale assistant from the Hardware 
department and Sumaiyah Jhugroo, the 
new cashier from the Finance department.

OUR PEOPLE
New Recruits
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https://us.eufy.com/products/t8410121

Best
Seller

Click for more information

Apple devices users will enjoy the 3-in-1 wireless charger from Belkin, for its fast charge and 
versatility. With its bold, modern design and premium finishes, it fits the Apple line and is on a 
par with the highly demanding standards that make Belkin the #1 third-party seller of MagSafe 
chargers.

This three-point stand can charge an iPhone, an Apple Watch and AirPods at the same time, 
with wireless capacity and 15W of power. Its compact design moreover makes it ideal for travel.

CRAZY TECH GADGETS
Eufy Indoor Cam 2K Pan & Tilt B2C White Iteration enhances
indoor security

https://www.belkin.com/au/3-in-1-wireless-charging-pad-with-official-magsafe-charging-15w/P-WIZ016.html

Concerned about monitoring your indoors while on the go? Eufy’s Indoor Cam 2K Pan & Tilt B2C 
in white finish is an efficient and affordable solution. With clear images, 360° horizontal pan and 
96° vertical tilt for comprehensive room view, infrared vision and built-in two-way audio 
real-time communication, it provides the capacity needed for checking and controlling “live” - 
while having local, cloud and NAS (RTSP) recording. Its smart features include automatic 
tracking of moving objects and detection of humans and pets as well as of crying. 

Belkin’s 3-in-1 wireless charger brings 15w and versatility
to devices recharge



odyssey@elytis.mu

Get ready to have a blast by participating in our easy game to win amazing prizes! 

Hold on to your hats because we're shouting out the winners in September 2023.

Send us your answers through email: odyssey@elytis.mu, and score big. Every entry is a 
high-five for 1 point, and nailing those questions in the game section gets you 5 points. 

And don't forget to tell us your full name – we want to know who's rocking the challenge. 

Best of luck!

1. Who founded Norton AntiVirus? 
 A. Peter Norton
 B. John David McAfee 
 C. Bob Thomas 
 D. Andreas Lüning and Kai Figge

2. What year did Norton Antivirus launch?
 A. 1985 
 B. 1989 
 C. 1990 
 D. 1999

QUIZ
CONTACT US:

contactus@elytis.mu (230) 286 8000 DistriPC Ltd, Motorway M2, Pailles, Mauritiuswww.elytis.mu


